Think outside the trap.
Get inside their heads.

Welcome to the
Bayer Rodent
Monitoring
System.
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Game-changing
strategy in rodent control!
A revolution in rodent control is taking place, made possible by Bayer. The Bayer
Rodent Monitoring System is new technology that provides 24/7 capture alerts
and system status. It helps improve protection, audit-readiness and establish a
more effective defense for any facility at risk of infestation. You’ll know if you have a
problem, in real time… not next week. This enables rapid, efficient response, freeing
you to focus on more important things. That’s the Science of Smarter Business.
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Features

Enables

// 24/7 monitoring

// Rapid response

// Real time capture alerts

// Faster root-cause analysis

// Regular system status reports

// Labor efficiency opportunities

// Up-to-the minute rodent
program verification

// Infestation avoidance

// Automated trend lines
// Graphic floor plan

Respond

Alert
Received

Time to work smarter not harder. When inspecting rodent traps becomes an automated
process, you gain the freedom to focus on preventing infestation instead of hoping your
rodent program is up to the task. It’s time for a wireless, tireless network of sensory devices
that digitally displays activity and pinpoints trap status on your device. The goal: to help you
fuel profitable growth, stay ahead of industry regulations and keep business booming.

Alert Sent
to User

// Less business disruption
// Transparency across facilities
// Improved audit readiness

Control that sets you free.

The science of

smarter business.
Bayer is an innovation company with a more than 150-year history and
core competencies in health care and agriculture. Rodent monitoring
exemplifies our core strength in turning scientific findings into new
technologies and smarter ways of doing business. Bayer is in the
business of improving yours.
For more information
about Bayer Rodent Monitoring System,
visit: beyondsmarterbusiness.com or
call: 800.331.2867
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